one point perspective city up – worm’s eye view.

Objective:

I can draw a worm’s eye view city.

Supplies:

- Ruler
- Paper
- Pencil

One point perspective

1. Three lines are allowed
   a. Horizontal
   b. Vertical
   c. Oblique
2. This is a worm’s eye view. You are looking up at the sky in a city with tall buildings.

1. Put the VP in the center of the page.
2. Draw two horizontal guide lines 1 ½ inches apart.
3. Draw a 2 ½ inch line in the middle of the top guide line.
4. Draw oblique lines from the end points. Use a ruler and the VP.
5. Draw a line to the right. Make this line about an inch long, further up the page as this is a shorter building. Leave a space between the buildings.

6. Draw the VP lines from the end points.

7. Draw a vertical to finish off the building.

8. Draw a horizontal line to the left, leave space between the buildings.

9. Draw the oblique lines from the end points.

10. Draw a vertical to cut the building off.
11. Draw a shorter line on the bottom guide line, towards the middle.

12. Draw the oblique lines.

13. Draw an inch line on the left hand side of this building. Draw it below the guide line and connect it to the building.

14. Add the oblique line.

15. Draw an inch line on the lower guide line so that it ends further right than the last building.
16. Add the oblique lines and the vertical.

17. Finish the rest of the buildings.

18. put in windows

19. put in a sky with a sun or moon.

20. Shade the sides of the buildings.